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Valley Fold

note: glue all the "a" tabs, then all "b", and so on.
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Mountain Fold
Valley Fold

* = make double thick

Front Porthole

17
18
19*

2nd Floor Porthole

14
15
16*

2nd Floor Porthole

14
15
16*
color edges yellow or light green
insert tab in slots in part 1
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* = make double thick

Smokestack

Note: blacken backside of 22
Please read all these instructions before beginning assembly.

1. **Assemble the pineapple shell**
   1.1. Score parts 2 through 9
   1.2. Cut slots in part 1
   1.3. Cut out parts 1 through 9
   1.4. Color the edge of parts 2-9 orange
   1.5. Pre-fold parts 2-9
   1.6. Attach part 2 to part 1, attach 3 to 1 and so on through part 9.
   1.7. Starting with part 2, glue tab labeled “a” to adjacent location on 3. Repeat for all the “a” tabs attaching to adjacent piece. (Do not attach any other tabs at this time) see Figure 2.
   1.8. Repeat step 1.6 attaching the “b” tabs to the adjacent strip. (again do not attach any other tabs).
   1.9. Continue in this manner for tabs “c” through “h”
   1.10. Attach octagonal base piece. Glue tab “(4)” first, then carefully close the base ensuring all tabs are inside pineapple. Set onto a flat surface base down. Working through the door opening, glue the tabs adjacent to the door. Then glue remaining tabs.
   1.11. This completes the pineapple shell. Set aside.

2. **Assemble the porthole windows**
   2.1. Cut out parts 16 and 19 roughly, as shown in figure 3, do not remove center sections yet.
   2.2. Laminate to some excess card to make double thick.
   2.3. Remove center sections only of 16 and 19.
   2.4. Glue 16 to 15. Glue 19 to 18.
   2.5. Cut out assembly 16/15 and assembly 19/18
   2.6. Cut out part 14, gently curl into a circle and glue.
   2.7. Glue the flat edge of 14 to 16/15 noting orientation of the seam; with 16/15 oriented with the light shading at the top, the seam of 14 will be at the 3 o'clock position.
   2.8. Glue completed porthole in position indicated on pineapple
   2.9. Cut out part 17, gently curl into a circle and glue.
   2.10. Glue the flat edge of 17 to 19/18 noting orientation of the seam. with 19/18 oriented with the light shading at the top, the seam of 17 will be at the 3 o'clock position.
   2.11. Glue completed porthole in position indicated on pineapple.

3. **Assemble Front door**
   3.1. Cut out parts 11, 12 and 13 roughly and laminate onto spare card to make double thick.
   3.2. Score part 10, cut out. Do not fold yet.
   3.3. Cut out part 11, glue to part 10.
   3.4. Cut out part 12, glue to part 10.
   3.5. Cut out part 13, glue to part 11.
   3.6. Fold and assemble part 10.
   3.7. Attach assembly to pineapple shell.

4. **Assemble smokestack**
   4.1. Score part 21, cut out.
   4.2. Curl up cylinders (see Figure 4)
   4.3. Join along diagonal edge.
   4.4. Wrap wedges to form corner.
   4.5. Fold over circles to cap ends, completing elbow.
   4.6. Cut out part 20, curl into cylinder. Attach to 21 with seam on top as in figure 5.
   4.7. Cut out part 22, curl into a cone, attach to 21.
   4.8. Attach completed assembly to pineapple shell.

5. **Assemble leaves**
   5.1. Cut out 12 leaves as rectangles.
   5.2. Fold over and glue.
   5.3. Cut out leaf shape. Color edges light green
   5.4. Curl slightly.
   5.5. Apply glue to triangle tabs avoiding very tip.
   5.6. Insert tabs into slots in top of pineapple.